
2021 Osceola Co Fair Demo Derby Rules

This year we will have one class Gut & Go. This class is
designed for beginners and for all to compete on a budget.
Must be 16 yrs of age with parents consent under 18

General rules.
108 WB or less front wheel drive only.
All glass,plastic and interior removed other than the dash
you may leave in.
Must have a working seat belt.
Gas tank and battery must be located inside the driver’s
compartment and securely mounted and covered !! May
use the factory tank as long as it’s not plastic. NO
PLASTIC TANKS !! This is your safety at stake if it’s not
safe you DON’T RUN !!
Must have two holes cut in hood for fire
All doors, hood and trunk chained shut. I don’t care how
much you use but chain only.
You may weld the drivers door shut if you so choose both
seams with up to 2 inch wide strap but don’t have to.
This WILL BE THE ONLY WELDING ALLOWED !!! Any
other welds and you will be loaded with no refund, no
exceptions.
Drivers doors MUST BE painted white, numbers
On both sides and a 12x12 number on the roof.



DOT approved  tires only ! Must be air filled only no
doubles. All wheel weights removed no tire studs.
No other modifications period. There is no grey area here.
This is a stock,grab a car that day,run it that night class.
Anything done to the car other than what’s in the rules and
you will be loaded no exceptions
Drivers must have a helmet, long pants and sleeves or
you will not run no exceptions.
Inspections will be 5-7 on the west side of the track and
cars will stay in that area once flagged

Will go over driver rules in the drivers meeting.
I don’t feel there should be any questions. These rules are
simple and straightforward and this class is specific for
anyone to participate and have fun with minimum
expense.
If you feel you have a question you may call or text me
between 5-8 pm Mon-Fri Josh Tangeman 712-461-2610.
Please read the rules carefully or you will be disappointed
when you get loaded.
Payouts
1.500
2.350
3.250
4.150
5.100



Maddog 150


